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India is a beautiful country and one of the most favourable destinations for tourism and holidays.
India tourism has a lot of variety to offer that makes it a prominent name in travel and hospitality
industry. The country is boomed with numerous exotic tourist destinations that attract tourists from
across the borders to plan an incredible India tours.

The breathtaking views, gorgeous hill station, magnificent landscapes, historical monuments,
backwater destinations, cultural sites, nature blessed landscape and heritage hotels, etc all make
India a vacationers hub. Holidays in India gives you pleasure, peace, timeless beauty, adventure,
etc and the hospitality and love from the Indians are respected by the vacationers. There are many
travel company to plan your holidays there packages help you to select the holiday packages
according to your location and your desired price range. Rajasthan travels India provide almost
every part of India Holiday packages at affordable price range.

Rajasthan travels India comfort there clients with the Theme packages with them in this packages
there are many option regarding the vacation plan in India and that too with the specific planning
and facility to stay in best facilitate hotels. Making the facility of too & fro and make them burden free
regarding anything in the travel and vacation. Like If u want to enjoy the vacation in the beaches
then Kerala, Goa is the best option and for this package are available.

Theme packages of Rajasthan travel India:

Heritage Tour: The tour package include the city like Jaipur, Delhi & Agra. The place include many
forts, palaces, heritage and tradition food & sight seen and the most elegant wonder of the world Taj
Mahal. Every arrangement start to end is done at the company end they take care of your all the
necessity regarding the tour plan and instruct everything before the vacation start.

Nature & Wildlife: This Tour package is for the nature and Wildlife lovers as India is the land with
many color and scents with the abundant of natural beauty and wildlife. Reserve forest of
Ranthambore Tigers to Bharatput Birds Paradise and other reserves are enough to fall in love for
any nature admirer. So the nature & Wildlife Theme is the best way to vist all the place and spend
the beautiful vacation time with family or loved ones.

Temple & Religious: India is the land of many religion and there are lots of Pilgrimage spots to visit
in India. Many vacationers want to find the peace in there life from the hectic schedule of there
office, business and want to spend some time with peace and relax there body with the meditation
in the presence of the almighty God. Spirituality, philosophy of Religion is a way of life in India.
Scholars write in their biography that, "For sure one life is not enough to explore the birthplace of
hinduism, buddhism, jainism, sikhism." From oldest city "Varanasi- also called Banaras" temples to
cremation place, every where you can see the strength of people in India i.e. BELIEVE

Pushkar Fair: This is one of the most know fair in India and vacationers will definitely enjoy the time
in the middle of Thar desert and Camel. Plenty of Camel and Horses are sold in the fair, tents are
prepared for the vacationers i.e is not less than the 5 star hotels room, many folk dances & function
are organized etc. This fair is Organized in the month of November mostly and 10day fair is there for
the vacationers.

Established in 2008, in Jaipur(Rajasthan) has done efficient task in tourism promotion. So, touring
with Design My Travel Plan on one hand satisfies you through sightseeing of historical monuments
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in India on the other hand it also widens your knowledge by traveling to unexplored and remote
regions of India, Thus, Tourism at its peak is our aim, caring our guests is our motto. We deliver
best services, so that you can enjoy your Vacation in India.
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